
DiebolD NixDorf CS 2550  
exterior through-the-Wall CaSh DiSpeNSer SyStem

eaSy aCCeSS to CaSh

Although the frequency of non-cash payments is growing globally, cash retains its status as 
the world’s number one payment method. Nine out of 10 payment transactions are handled 
in cash worldwide, and the total volume of global cash withdrawals has risen 8% each year. 
Knowing this, it is hardly surprising that the number of global ATMs is forecasted to grow 
continually as consumer demand for convenient cash access remains pronounced.

ReliAble, iNTuiTive TechNology
The CS 2550 is ergonomically designed to 
suit any user group and features a robust 
construction that allows long-term 
operations in outdoor settings. Optimal 
component accessibility and an intuitive 
interface make the CS 2550 one of the 
world’s most user-friendly cash-dispensing 
systems. A broad range of operating 
information is delivered automatically, 
enabling proactive and efficient system 
management, and a robust suite of 
advanced security solutions keeps assets 
safe. Combine these factors with dispenser 
technology that has proven its worth across 
the globe and cutting-edge cassette 
technology, and the result is a reliable, 
flexible system that can be tailored to 
customers’ specific needs.

PhilosoPhy 
Our cash-dispensing systems enable you to 
expand consumer access to cash while 
providing simple, seamless transaction 
experiences. An outdoor cash dispenser 
with a compact, robust design to withstand 
weather variations, the CS 2550 not only 
makes cash accessible, but it is also 
designed for fast, easy upgrades to satisfy 
additional requirements as they emerge. 
You also have the option to integrate 
advanced functionality, such as mobile-
initiated cash transactions driven  
by QR codes or NFC technology.

oPTiMize cAsh MANAgeMeNT 
The CS 2550, a part of our Cash Cycle 
Management™ Solutions portfolio, provides 
convenient cash access while optimizing the 
cash-replenishment cycle. The CMD-V5 
cash media dispenser enables operators  
to realize closed cash cycles throughout 
branches thanks to the ability to interchange 
cassettes between all cash-dispensing, 
cash-recycling and teller automation 
systems.* Powered by innovative software 
and end-to-end cash-management services, 
the system guarantees audit compliance 
and maximum transparency of all cash 
inventories at all times.

* Interchangeable with all Diebold Nixdorf systems that feature CMD-V5 and RM3 modules.
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SECURITY •  Portrait, cash slot and card reader cameras
•  Anti-cash-trapping sensors 
•  Intruder alarm system
•  ASKIM
•  Multiple-sensor secured cassette
•  Ink staining
•  PIN Pad Shield  
•  Security safe 

- UL291 Level 1 
- CEN L (40 mm) 
- CEN I 
- CEN III 
- CEN III EXGas 
- CEN IV 
- CEN IV EXGas

DISPLAYS •  15" XGA color consumer display screen  
•  Vandal-Resistive Screen with function keys or 

touchscreen
•  High bright/semi bright
•  Privacy filter
•  10.4" rear service operator panel

PRoCESSoR Celeron, i3, i5
ACCESSIBILITY Headphone jack
CoNSUMER 
EXPERIENCE

•  Branding panel
•  Alphanumeric keyboard

PoWER 
ARCHITECTURE

•  Basic power architecture
•  Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS) 

ID DEVICES •  Fingerprint reader
•  EMV-ready card reader, Motorized or DIP
•  Contactless card reader 
•  Barcode scanner 1D/2D

PRINTERS •  80 mm enhanced graphical receipt printer
•  80 mm enhanced graphical receipt printer with 

du al paper roll (7" and 10" roll)

featureS DimeNSioNS SyStem optioNS
APPlicATioN
• Exterior rear-load through-the-wall cash dispenser 

MediA TechNology
CMD (Cash Media Dispenser)
• Withdrawals of up to 60 notes in a bundle 
• Single or bundle reject/retract
• CCMS ready with E2E cassettes
Banknote storage 
• 2–6 cassettes 
• Maximum fill level: 300 mm 
• Fill-level indicator 
• Scalable cassette concept: 300 mm (large), 200 mm (small)
• Retract/reject cassette with 2 compartments

eNhANced secuRiTy
Physical
• Consumer awareness mirrors
• Anti-cash-trapping sensors
• Intelligent operator authentication via CrypTA Stick
• Anti-card-trapping functionality
• Anti-manipulation card slot
Logical
• Encrypting PIN Pad
• Optical Security Guard (OSG)
• Secure channel

WidTh
675 mm (26 4⁄7 inches)
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1256 mm

(49 4⁄9 inches)

Why DiebolD NixDorf?
With an installed base of 1 million customer touchpoints in more 
than 120 countries, Diebold Nixdorf leads the industry in self-
service cash systems automation innovations. This positions us to 
better understand the market needs of today and anticipate those of 
tomorrow. Leveraging our IP and expertise in cash handling, 
security and branch automation, we use our knowledge across 
peripheral markets where self-service efficiencies are emphasized 
for consumers who desire ease, familiarity and security with their 
day-to-day transactions—from branch to mobile and beyond.

DIEBolD NIXDoRF CS 2550 EXtERIoR tHRoUGH-tHE-WAll CASH DISPENSER SyStEM


